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INTRODUCTION
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Here at Tallgrass, we're confident we've built the best freight
agent program in the country. But making a career change is
no small feat, and there's plenty to consider. When it comes to
your freight career, it's important to weigh your options and
get answers to every question.

So, straight from our freight experts, welcome to our guide to
finding the right freight agent program. We’ve outlined the key
questions you need to ask, and we’re diving deep on how we
answer those FAQs here at Tallgrass Freight Co. 

Compensation, company culture, success and stability,
technology, continuing education, agent development and
back office support: Nothing is off the table for us at Tallgrass!

Tallgrass is a destination brokerage for the best freight agents
in the country. It’s where agents come when they’re ready to
leave amateur hour behind. You too? Explore our guide to
finding the right freight agent program for you.



COMPENSATION
Y O U  D E S E R V E  T O  E A R N  

W H A T  Y O U ’ R E  W O R T H

When you’re looking to align yourself with a
freight agent program and take the next step in
your freight career, the first question is usually
about dollars and cents: 

How much does the company pay?

It’s a wise way to start the conversation, and we
don’t have to tell you why. You deserve to earn
what you’re worth! Paychecks are powerful.
Competitive compensation allows you to provide
for your family and live the kind of lifestyle you
want. It’s that simple. Here’s what you should look
for in freight agent compensation.
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The right freight agent program won’t beat
around the bush when it comes to numbers.
Excellent freight agent programs answer your
compensation questions with transparency and
authenticity. 

TRANSPARENCY AND
AUTHENTICITY

When you’re talking about joining a freight
agent network, clarity is everything.
Complicated formulas? Dancing around the
dollar signs? That’s your cue to run. 

Well-run freight agent programs should be
straightforward and honest, and should
happily explain compensation models in
detail. And if they’re not forthcoming from
the first conversation? Just imagine the
shadiness you could expect partnering with
that company.

Transparency and authenticity is what we’re
known for here at Tallgrass Freight. In fact,
integrity is one of our core values. We say
what we mean and we mean what we say. We
treat everyone with respect. People come
first, no matter what.
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https://tallgrassfreight.com/introducing-the-tallgrass-freight-co-corporate-values/


The way you’re paid should mirror what you value.
If you’re ambitious and entrepreneurial, your pay
structure should be too. And how about the
benefits? If you’re going to work hard, your
company should work hard for you. Consider the
full package as you evaluate a freight agent
program.

When you align yourself with Tallgrass Freight,
you’re aligning yourself with passionate and driven
individuals who reap our first-in-class financial
perks and compensation program. We’ve
developed a culture steeped in entrepreneurship.
We know our freight agents are chasing big things
. . . hey, we are too. 

From no salary caps to generously-high splits, if
you’re looking for a freight agent program that
values its ambitious and tenacious team, look no
further. It’s time you earned the type of
compensation you work hard for. 

SALES INCENTIVES AND
REWARDS PROGRAMS

FIRST-IN-CLASS
COMPENSATION

When you’re evaluating a freight agent program,
look beyond the paycheck. 

What kinds of sales rewards does the
company offer? 

If you’re the type who goes above and beyond, you’ll
want an incentive program that can keep up with
you. Does the company hold sales contests? What
about trips and travel vouchers? And be honest with
yourself: does the company offer rewards you
actually want? 

One way we communicate how much we value
and appreciate individual accomplishments? Our
annual Club 200 trip to Las Vegas! Agents who
qualify for Club 200 have generated over $200,000
in gross profit for the calendar year. We
commemorate the milestone by treating these
agents and their plus-ones to the kind of fun only
Vegas can offer.

Brokers who earn $500,000 or more in gross
margin claim their space in our Diamond Club
rewards program. These are some of our top
performers. And we believe their ambition and
success warrants praise and epic rewards. Like
what? Oh, you know, just a $5,000 Delta Airlines
travel voucher, along with a $3,000 Marriott travel
voucher! The destination is up to you!

Our Elite Circle honors the crème de la crème of
our freight agents. For those who hit the
remarkable feat of producing $1 million in margin
for the year, the reward is an unbeatable experi-
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Here at Tallgrass, the answers to those questions
are yes, yes and hell yes. Our sales incentives are
designed to maximize earning potential and, of
course, celebrate the achievements of our freight
agents. 

https://tallgrassfreight.com/celebrating-our-top-freight-brokers-club-200-2021/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/the-diamond-club-iconic-rewards-for-iconic-agents/
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ence for two to any bucket list-style event,
anywhere in the world. The Masters? An
unforgettable African safari? The opportunity to
see the Northern Lights? Nothing’s off the table.
That’s just how we do things here at Tallgrass.

Unlike other freight agent programs, which are
overly complex or constantly changing, we focus
on what matters most: providing unrivaled
resources and tools designed to empower our
agents to thrive and succeed. We’re passionate
about investing in our agents and helping them
grow their books of business, so they can truly
earn what they deserve. 

We provide our agents with the autonomy and
flexibility to take control of their future and
create their ideal lifestyle – all by supplying
them with matchless back-office support and
ongoing mentorship. And the best part? We’re
never complacent. We are always on the hunt
for ways to improve, inspire and keep things
fresh. 

UNLIMITED GROWTH
POTENTIAL

ACCESS TO BENEFITS

While your paycheck itself is certainly crucial,
compensation is more than a paycheck alone.
When considering a freight agent program, it's
wise to understand their benefits and insurance
packages. At Tallgrass Freight, all of our agents
have access to excellent benefits, including
health, dental and vision insurance. We're
committed to taking care of our people, so they
can take care of their families. Competitive
insurance benefits are available to all our agents
from coast to coast, whether they're based in
one of our offices or anywhere in the country. 

https://tallgrassfreight.com/make-2021-your-year-by-earning-what-you-deserve/


It’s important to evaluate work-life balance. If
you’re a driven freight agent, then we don’t
need to tell you twice: the freight industry is
demanding. So you’ll want a place that takes
care of its people. 

Tightly woven into the TGF DNA is our work
hard, play hard way of life. We believe in
treating people like people here – ensuring
we create a space that encourages work-life
balance. It’s gratifying to witness the
camaraderie and collaboration that’s become
ingrained in our culture. And a piece of that
puzzle comes from the numerous events we
host throughout the year – from family
picnics and barbecues to monthly team
gatherings!

If you’re focused on cultivating a successful
career in the freight industry, then you’ll want to
find a team that cheers you on, colleagues who
have been in your shoes and people who truly
want you to succeed. So make sure to ask this
imperative question: 

What does company culture 
look like?

If you ask our outstanding freight agents what
sets TGF apart from our competitors, you’ll hear
a similar response: our culture. At Tallgrass, our
freight brokers are more than team members.
They’re part of our family! And, without a doubt,
they’re our greatest asset. That’s why we’ve
invested the time and energy in ensuring we
foster and maintain a culture that’s rooted in
support and conducive to the success of our
agents. 

COMPANY CULTURE 
 F I N D  A  T E A M  T H A T

C H E E R S  Y O U  O N
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A WORK HARD, PLAY
HARD ATMOSPHERE 

2

A CULTURE THAT
CELEBRATES ACHIEVEMENT

Now, we’ve already talked about our epic sales
rewards programs. If you’re going to work hard,
you deserve to be rewarded for it! But even 
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further than the rewards themselves, these
rewards programs speak to our culture. We
generously reward agents because that’s
what we believe in! When one of us wins, we
all celebrate. 

Let’s be honest: Any company can toot its
own horn. So in searching for the right
freight agent program, it’s smart to do your
homework. 

What kinds of recognition has 
the company received? How
about awards? 

Objective measures of the company’s success
give you a good indicator of how stable their
company culture is. Flash-in-the-pan types
need not apply.

It’s incredibly humbling to receive local and
national recognition year after year. Even in
2020 — a year when many companies
struggled — we were able to sweep the
awards once again. We’re proud of our
financial success, of course, but we’re the
most humbled to be named one of Kansas
City’s Best Places to Work, year over year.

“Our foundation is built on our team. We
invest in our people and we celebrate each
win,” says co-owner and COO David Barnes.
“Nothing can replace the trust and
camaraderie that’s baked into everything we
do. We have created an environment where
people look forward to waking up and being
part of this team each day.”

AN AWARD-WINNING
CULTURE

https://tallgrassfreight.com/sweeping-awards-in-2020/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/about/team/david-barnes/


Our mission is to build the best freight brokerage
in the country, and we do it by never deviating
from our corporate values. “At Tallgrass, you’re
not just another number. We genuinely care about
each and every single one of our agents, and we
will continue to go the extra mile to show how
invested we are in their success,” shares David
Barnes. 

Be sure to ask when considering a freight
program: 

What is the company’s mission,
vision and values?

Our first days in our Kansas farmhouse
headquarters laid the foundation for the company
we’ve become today – and we’ll always treasure
and embrace where we came from. 

Our mission is commitment to those we serve, an
unparalleled company culture and our
entrepreneurial mindset. With the right people
who treat each other the right way, we represent
the future of freight brokerages. Tallgrass Freight
is a destination company for top-tier agents who
want to thrive.

Our vision is both simple and bold: Our vision is to
be the best freight brokerage in the country. 

STAYING TRUE TO OUR
ROOTS, CORPORATE VALUES,
VISION & MISSION

And it’s a vision we’re proud to have brought to life!

Here at Tallgrass, our shared company values
include:
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Speaking to our roots and success, CEO Damon
Anderson shares, “We’re proud of all we’ve
accomplished, but we’re far prouder of the people
behind those accomplishments. Because of the
culture we’ve cultivated since day one, we’ve stayed
true to our mission of building a company of like-
minded individuals who treat each other the right
way.”

PARTNERSHIP

COMMITMENT

INTEGRITY

TENACITY

AMBITION

We’re persistent and
resilient. We have grit and
we always bounce back.

No one ever flies solo at
Tallgrass Freight. When one
of us succeeds, we all win.

We say what we mean and
we mean what we say. We
treat everyone with respect.
People come first, no matter
what.

We work with consistency
and dedication. We hustle
with intention.We stick
together and value our TGF
community.

Today will always be better
than yesterday. We approach
the freight industry with an
entrepreneurial mindset.
We’re constantly innovating
and improving.

https://tallgrassfreight.com/introducing-the-tallgrass-freight-co-corporate-values/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/where-we-started-exploring-tallgrass-freights-roots/


Inc. 5000 Series: America’s Top
Businesses in the Midwest
Inc. 5000
Kansas City Business Journal Best Places
to Work
Kansas City Business Journal Fast 50
Ingram’s Top 100

Some companies make a splash, receive one
award and flaunt that puppy for decades. At
Tallgrass, however, we’re not the flash-in-the-
pan types. We’re in it for the long haul. We’ve
created a work hard, play hard environment
that celebrates each win and provides our
agents with long-term, fulfilling careers.

It’s because of our team’s tenacity and
passion that we continue to receive local and
national recognition for our growth and
success each year. In addition to ranking
37th on Inc.’s 2021 list of the 250 fastest-
growing private companies in the midwest
region, we also swept the awards once again
in 2020. We’re immensely grateful to have
earned the following accolades, year over
year over year:

To cultivate a thriving career in the logistics
industry, it’s imperative to align yourself with a
freight agent program that has a proven track
record of stability and success. You deserve to
be among the best in the business! No one
wants to join a team where job security is a
constant source of stress and anxiety. 

SUCCESS & STABILITY
 B E  A M O N G  T H E

B E S T  I N  T H E  B U S I N E S S
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A REPUTATION DEFINED
BY ONGOING SUCCESS

3

Maintaining success year over year is no easy
feat. The right freight agent program won’t just
talk the talk, they’ll have the credentials to back
it up with their performance history and
accomplishments. You’ll want to look for a
company with a track record, and proven
success over time. It’s important to ask this
when considering a freight agent program: 

How’s the company’s growth
trajectory, and what has success
looked like over time?

https://tallgrassfreight.com/get-to-know-the-tallgrass-freight-co-vision-mission/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/tallgrass-freight-ranks-37-inc-250-fastest-growing-private-companies-midwest/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/sweeping-awards-in-2020/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/sweeping-awards-in-2020/
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You have plenty on your plate ensuring your customers are
taken care of. So you shouldn’t need to worry about credit
from carriers! You shouldn’t need to worry about getting
paid! Look for a freight agent program with a reputation
for stability. After all, it’s the foundation your career will
grow on. As you consider a freight program, be sure to ask: 

How stable is the company, and what is its
track record?

Here at Tallgrass, we’ve always been proud of our record
of stability. And we passed that test yet again in 2020,
despite the challenges faced around the globe. We’re
extremely thankful and humbled to say we were able to
rise above the pandemic and experience success. 

Some companies hit the brakes, but we kept moving
forward. No furloughs, no layoffs, no commission trims or
salary cuts. Our team of agents continue to break barriers
and drive our growth. Because of their integrity, ambition
and hard work, we weathered an unprecedented year and
come out on top. In a year where many stood still, we
expanded our team and welcomed incredible talent to the
Tallgrass family.

We’ve invested our time and energy into creating a culture
rooted in transparency, support and collaboration, and it’s
because of this that we are able to provide our freight
agents with stability and security. Even in a turbulent
economic landscape, our freight agents never had to worry
about credit from carriers or not receiving their paychecks.  

AN INFRASTRUCTURE BUILT
FOR STABILITY

https://tallgrassfreight.com/celebrating-tgfs-tremendous-success-in-2020/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/about/team/


than $1 million dollars in our custom internal
CRM system. (Just let that sink in for a
second. We’ll wait.)

Debuting in April 2021, our internal freight
CRM system incorporates a wide variety of
features to enhance the user experience. To
emphasize the importance of having a
culture rooted in community and support, we
designed a new homepage, replete with
social media feeds, the latest company
announcements, performance stats and
essential information surrounding a freight
agent’s book of business. 

Because our system is tailor-made — by
freight experts, for freight experts! — our
freight agents have the tools needed to
accelerate their growth and streamline daily
tasks. For example, our CRM includes an
intuitive booking system, robust customer
reporting capabilities, easy accessibility to
training and other valuable documents,
including resources surrounding customer
onboarding, compliance and Club 200, as

To build a thriving logistics career, you need the
tools to succeed, especially the right technology.
You need to be part of a freight agent program
that does more than issue you a login, a phone
extension and leave you to fend for yourself. No
off-the-shelf solution compares to our custom
Tallgrass Freight CRM. 

TECHNOLOGY
T H E  T O O L S  Y O U  

N E E D  T O  S U C C E E D
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A HOMEGROWN FREIGHT
CRM — DESIGNED WITH
FREIGHT AGENTS IN MIND

4

Unparalleled technology is crucial. After all, you
deserve to have the best resources right at your
fingertips. And your customers deserve the kind
of service you can deliver with industry-leading
technology! Off-the-shelf CRM systems just don’t
cut it. Always be sure to ask: 

What kind of CRM system is
available to freight agents?

We invested more than two years and more 

https://tallgrassfreight.com/club-200-2020-how-we-celebrate-our-leading-agents/


well as a detailed carrier information page for
agents to view timelines, transactions and more.
We’ve lovingly named our system the “Tallgrass
Freight Cash Register,” because it’s designed to
help our team make more money. (Mic drop.)

DISTINCT TECHNOLOGY IN A
LEAGUE OF ITS OWN 
When you’re evaluating various CRM technologies a
freight agent program offers, it’s important to assess
whether a company is using a pre-packaged
platform. Why? Because a majority of companies
using off-the-shelf CRM systems face limitations in
terms of the program’s breadth of capabilities. Pre-
packaged solutions only go so far . . . which means
your career can only go so far. 

At TGF, with our homegrown system, we have the
capacity to implement changes that align with the
evolving needs of our agents, optimizing their
quality of life and work/life balance. Every agent also
enjoys a privatized experience working within our
CRM. Other freight broker technologies lack this
functionality. When you join our freight agent
program, your book of business will be protected, as
we don’t allow our team to access details like their
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colleagues’ shipments, how much they’re making
or crucial customer data. 

SUPPORT & UNPARALLELED
TECHNOLOGY – ALL 
WITHIN REACH
We never shy away from investing in the growth
and success of our agents. Never. Innovation is in
our DNA. As we look towards the future, we will
continue evolving our technology to streamline
responsibilities and ensure the agent experience
is quick and efficient. The right freight agent
technology is crucial for work/life balance, as well
as the bandwidth needed to focus on growth and
revenue generation.

Our CRM is just one of the many ways in which we
support our agents. In addition to our dedicated
in-house tech support, we’ve built a world-class
back-office support team to ensure our agents
have the infrastructure and guidance needed to
catapult their growth to new heights. 

And what good is excellent technology without an
excellent team behind it? Let’s face it: Nothing
derails your day like a tech support issue or a
system hiccup. Be sure to ask when considering a
freight program: how does the company handle IT
and tech support? Our operations team is always
a phone call or an email away (and if you’re in our
Kansas City flagship office, they’re just down the
hallway). No disconnected, outsourced IT
department here. TGF offers real support from
real experts, to get you up and running fast.

https://tallgrassfreight.com/get-to-know-your-support-team/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/contact-us/kansas-city/


As every ambitious and driven freight agent
knows, freight career success depends on
continuously building on your success. (And,
yeah, it’s key to taking home a bigger
paycheck!) So to find the right freight agent
program, be sure to ask about both their
philosophy about ongoing growth, including
initiatives, seminars, classes and structures
that can help you grow as an agent.

For us, continuing education is a mindset. An
environment that encourages growth is
deeply woven into the fabric of who we are
as a company. As freight agent Jake H.
shares, "I love that Tallgrass’s focus remains
the same every day. It doesn't matter if it's a
team of agents or individuals, new agents or
veterans, Tallgrass is consistently offering
resources to those that need it along with 

Most freight agent programs tend to follow the
same formula: onboard a new agent, provide
some initial training, then cut that agent loose
to fend for themselves. That’s that. Continuing
education and agent development programs
simply aren’t part of their infrastructure. So it
pays off to ask: 

What’s the company’s approach to
continuing education and agent
development?

At Tallgrass, we’ve built a culture steeped in
education and development, providing the
support and resources our agents need to
thrive. It’s really a no-brainer for us: our people
are our greatest asset. And we invest in our
agents accordingly. No one does agent
education like we do at Tallgrass.

“Here at Tallgrass, you’re not just another
number,” says COO and co-owner David Barnes.
“We care about you, and we go the extra mile to
ensure our agents are taken care of.”

CONTINUING EDUCATION &
AGENT DEVELOPMENT

 S U P P O R T  A G E N T S  

N E E D  T O  T H R I V E
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5

RESOURCES, ROUNDTABLES
& A GROWTH-ORIENTED
MINDSET

https://tallgrassfreight.com/get-to-know-the-tallgrass-freight-co-vision-mission/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/about/team/david-barnes/
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encouragement and support."

One of our greatest investments is in our
annual Agent Roundtable. No one invests in
their agents with an event like the
Roundtable — no one. Our annual Freight
Agent Roundtable event provides an
opportunity for freight agents to come
together, learn and further their personal
and professional development. We fly agents
in from around the country for a whole
weekend of growth (and yeah, a lot of fun
too).

Every component of our Roundtable is
designed to help our agents continuously
remain at the top of their game. In 2020 and
2021, for example, we brought in some of the
best financial planning experts in the country
to discuss ways to diversify income streams,
investment strategies, preparing for the
future and more. Because when you’re
growing your book of business and taking
home top compensation, you need to know
how to manage it well.

Our Roundtable also features a panel of
freight agents — each at varying stages of
their career — to authentically share how
they successfully built their business,
including expanding their team. The panel
called upon their own experience to discuss
how hiring an assistant can greatly enhance
work/life balance, fuel revenue growth and
keep your business organized, and dove deep
into recruiting the right people,
compensation and a blueprint of daily
responsibilities.

Then there’s the camaraderie: our
Roundtable weekend is truly an agent
mastermind. With freight agents from around
the country sharing what it looks like to
really win. There’s so much to learn from 

https://tallgrassfreight.com/our-2020-agent-roundtable-unparalleled-education-and-growth/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/agents-learn-from-financial-planning-experts-at-the-2020-roundtable/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/become-an-agent/#calculator
https://tallgrassfreight.com/top-agents-gain-strategies-for-brokerage-growth-at-the-2020-roundtable/
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Our VP of Growth and Development focuses
on furnishing the team with practices designed
for success, so they can organize their day,
track client interactions and inventory and
confidently grow their business. This jump-
starts their Tallgrass career and ensures
they’re headed towards a positive growth
trajectory earlier rather than later. By
adopting this mindset, we proactively mitigate
obstacles from the start and help agents
replicate successful habits.

And the support doesn’t stop there. We’ve also
created a world-class back-office support team
to ensure our agents have the infrastructure
and unparalleled guidance needed to provide
an optimal customer experience and ensure
operations run smoothly. Everyone at Tallgrass
shares the same philosophy: agent
development is core to success. You’ll always
be surrounded by people committed to your
success.

Tallgrass Freight agent Ross H. says it best:
“It’s evident from day one how invested
management is in the success of their agents –
the infrastructure, support, and resources are
all part of their mission to empower their
employees.” 

people who have been in your shoes before.
And it wouldn’t be a Tallgrass weekend in
Kansas City without enjoying some of the best
barbecue around together! 

MENTORSHIP AND
DEDICATED SUPPORT

To find the right freight agent program for you,
always ask what type of support and growth
resources you can expect on a daily basis. Has
the program structured its team with support
in mind? How accessible is upper-level
leadership to coach you? What opportunities
for mentoring are available?

Continuing education is something we value
deeply here at Tallgrass: so deeply, in fact, that
we created a leadership role dedicated
especially to catapulting agents’ efforts to new
heights. Our VP of Growth and Development
partners with agents during their first 90 days
and beyond, coaching team members on
everything from sales to time management,
planning to communication, relationship
building and managing your book of business. 

https://tallgrassfreight.com/five-secrets-to-fast-track-success/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/get-to-know-your-support-team/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/introducing-our-director-of-agent-development/


to helping you grow professionally, the right
freight agent program should deliver
wraparound support. 

As you search for the right freight agent
program, make sure to ask: how does the
company support its agents? An excellent
freight agent program will be glad you asked,
and will share authentically about their back
office professionals, billing systems,
technology, agent coaching and more. 

First, we’ve assembled an UNPARALLELED
back office leadership team. Our team
manages finance and billing, carrier
relations, operations, credit and collections,
technology and IT and more.

Our back office support team brings a wealth
of experience in logistics, business and
operations. We've truly brought together the
best in the business. 

How does this impact your freight career?
When you have real experts in the back
office, you're free to thrive. No stress about
your support team means the sky's the limit. 

One of the most crucial keys to success in the
freight industry is a reliable back office support
team. You need an exceptional back office to
support you: it’s that simple. Tallgrass has a
company culture rooted in support. We
diligently work to provide our agents with tools
and resources to thrive — because when one of
us wins, we all win.

Our back office administration is constantly
mentoring our agents and helping them create
successful strategies to grow. They also
implement seamless workflows and ensure our
agents are maximizing their potential and
bringing home top-notch compensation — all
while giving agents freedom to build their book
of business. How to find the right freight agent
program with excellent support? Let’s dive in.

BACK OFFICE SUPPORT
C R E A T E  S U C C E S S F U L

S T R A T E G I E S  T O  G R O W
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6

BEST-IN-CLASS BACK OFFICE
SUPPORT FOR EVERY
FREIGHT AGENT
Even the most ambitious freight agents only
have 24 hours in the day. From ensuring you
can deliver top-tier service to your customers,

https://tallgrassfreight.com/get-to-know-your-support-team/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/get-to-know-your-support-team/
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And our VP of Growth and Development is
just one of many freight industry veterans
here to help. To grow your business, you
need a community cheering you on, with
freight experts who have been in your shoes
before. Running your own company gets a
little lonely sometimes. But here at Tallgrass,
you can stay independent, but stop flying
solo.

HANDS-ON FREIGHT
CAREER COACHING

Ask anyone who’s at the top of their freight
game and they’ll agree — if you want to grow,
you need a coach. When considering freight
programs, be sure to ask: 

How does the company approach
career coaching? 

Here at Tallgrass, we place special emphasis
on taking agents to new heights. Our VP of
Growth and Development coaches and
mentors our agents on sales, time
management, communication and
relationship building, and managing your
book of business. This role’s focus lies in
furnishing the team with practices designed
for success, so they can organize their day,
track client interactions and inventory and
confidently grow their business.

UNPARALLELED FREIGHT
AGENT SUPPORT IS OUR
MISSION
In 2012, we set out to build the best freight
brokerage in the country. Thanks to our back
office support team, we can confidently say
we’ve been successful in doing so. We’re
proud to have a team so committed to our
mission and vision. We share values of
integrity, tenacity and ambition. Our back
office treats people like people, and never
like just another number. 

https://tallgrassfreight.com/get-to-know-the-tallgrass-freight-co-vision-mission/


WHY TALLGRASS FREIGHT?
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At Tallgrass, you’ll always be surrounded by a group of people
who are committed to driving your growth and success. 

Since the day we opened our doors in 2012, we’ve been
committed to our agents. As we look towards the future, we
couldn’t be more excited to continue expanding our freight
agent program and building out our team of entrepreneurial-
minded freight agents across the country. 

Ready to join the best in the business and gain access to
the resources, tools and support you need to reach new
heights? Learn more about joining our freight agent
program today!

YOU WON’T FIND THIS ANYWHERE ELSE.

CONTACT US TODAY: 913 . 721 . 0079 TALLGRASSFREIGHT.COM

https://tallgrassfreight.com/own-your-own-freight-agency-what-youll-find-at-tallgrass-freight/
https://tallgrassfreight.com/become-an-agent/



